myADS Email Notifications

What is it?
myADS email notifications are daily or weekly emails that keep you updated on recent papers on topics or authors of your choosing.

What types of notifications are available?

Weekly (Sundays)
- Citations: recent papers that cite your work
- Authors: recent papers by your favorite authors
- Keywords: recent, most popular, and most cited papers about a given set of keywords or a given query
- General: recent papers for nearly any ADS query

Daily (weekdays)
- arXiv: the latest papers posted on arXiv based on chosen arXiv categories and, optionally, specified keywords
Setup

**To create new notifications:**
Click the Create button on the myADS notifications setup page, then follow the prompts.

**To import your existing email notifications from the Classic system:**
Click the Import button on the myADS notifications setup page. Sign into your Classic account. After logging in successfully, you’ll be prompted to import your settings.

**Additional help:** [https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/help/userpreferences/myads](https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/help/userpreferences/myads)